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Energy transition is a journey... but time is running out
New Energy Solutions – our strategic direction

Build a profitable renewable business

Develop new low-carbon business opportunities
Equinor’s growing offshore wind position

Bottom fixed

Dogger Bank
UK
3,6 GW

US East Coast
USA
~ 4 GW

Baltyk I, II & III
Poland
~ 2,5 GW

Floating

Hywind Tampen
Norway
88 MW

Expanding our global position
UK, Ireland, France, Japan, USA

* Figures installed capacity, 100% basis.
Building a platform within solar

Exploring opportunities
- Latin America and other Equinor regions

Combining solutions
- Bundling technologies

Apodi project
- Brazil
- In production
- 162 MW*

Guanizul 2A project
- Argentina
- Under construction
- 117 MW*

*Installed capacity 100% basis.
Carbon Capture & Storage – enabling the next wave in decarbonisation

H₂ - Clean Hydrogen
  for power generation
  for heat
  for maritime transport

Natural gas
CO₂